1. Welcome - Assistant Secretary Suzanne Dorsey

2. Introductions and Overview of Advisory Process

3. Review of Graywater Statute - Sen. Justin Ready (30 min present and discuss)

4. Graywater Background - MDE Staff (20 min present and discuss)
   Water Quality (human health, residential constraint)
   Environmental Issues (soils, well protection, groundwater protection)

   BREAK - (10 min)

5. Briefing on Plumbing Codes - Plumbing Board (30 min present and discuss)

6. Summary of Tasks, Outstanding Issues and Next Meeting Agenda (10 min)

Background Video (7-min): https://youtu.be/Jt9zPi5-BF0

*Parking:* Blue Parking Lot on Washington Blvd. Enter the building via the pedestrian tunnel under the RR Tracks at the rear of the parking lot (See map below).

Next Meeting Tentative Date: October 16, 1 - 3 pm @ MDE  (to be confirmed)
B. PARKING LOTS

i. **BLUE LOT (GENERAL PARKING)**

The **Blue Lot West Entrance** is located on Washington Boulevard. Visitors are to use the Blue Lot for parking and enter via the left lane of the entrance to access the call button for admittance. Once parked, access to the building from the Blue Lot is through the pedestrian tunnel. Visitors are to use the call box located at the entrance of the tunnel to obtain building access.